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Summary

Three estimators olK = ?CylCx and two estimators of5 = S^3,IS^ infi-^ite popu
lations, are compared.
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Introdaction

For estimating the mean 7 of a finite population using information on
an auxiliary variable x, ratio-type estimators have been very widely used.
Generalisation of ratio-type estimators has received considerable atten
tion during the last fifteen years. Srivastava [6] was the &st to generalise
the ratio and product estimator for estimating the m.ean Y. He considered
the estimator

y> (1)

Where the optimum value of a is —pCv/G. = —K, say_, which was
obtained by minimising the mean squared error (MSE) of y, up to terms
of order n~^. Here j> and x denotet^ simple random sample means of the
variables y and :v; respectively, and ^ denotes the known population mean
of the variable :)t; p denotes the cprrelation coefficient between y and x,
and C„ and Cx denote the coefficients of variation of y and x respectively.
§eyeral other estimators of Y have since been considered in literatyre jij
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which the function (^/Z)" in (1) has been replaced by other functions of
xlX. To name a few, the following three estimators were studied by
Chakrabarty [1], Walsh [11] and Vos [10].

yc = (1 - w) y + wy X

yiv = y
Ax + (1 -A)X

yy =(I-a) p+ap j

(2)

(3)

(4)

The values of the constants w, A and a in (2), (3) and (4) were deter
mined so as to minimise the MSE (up to terms of order n~^) of the res
pective estimators and these optimum values are w = K, A = K and

-K.

Srivastava [7] defined a large class of estimators of Y of which the pre
viously defined estimators are members. For the case of a single auxiliary
variable, the class considered was

where /)(•) is a parametric function such that A(l) = 1 and satisfies certain
regularity condition. He obtained the optimum values of the parameters
in^A(-) which minimise the MSE of the estimator up to terms of order
n"'. The optimum values of the parameters so obtained were dependent
upon K only.

All such estimators, thus, involved K which is a function of population
parameters. When the value of Kj.s not known, it is required to be esti
mated from the given sample. Reddy [5] has shown that the value of K
is fairly stable in repeated surveys. He established that the value oiK is
more stable than other population parameters such as the linear regres
sion coefficient B.

In this paper three estimators of K and two estimators of 5, are com
pared.

2. Notations

Assume that a simple random sample of size n is drawn from the given
population of size N. Let the values of the variables y and x be denoted
by Yi and Xi respectively for the /th unit of the population, / = ,
N, and by y and x for the /th unit in the sample, / = I, ..., n. Write
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f t >"•' =} t"'
1=1 i=l

• N N

y- ^ ^ K, ?=i 2 X,.
i=] /=!

1 n n
4= „_ j 2! n- 1 S ~ ~

1=1 i=l1=1

N

l>-n = 2 ~ ~ =
/2{? (.5^

^2 t^20 ^2 'S'l f'02 Syx
y y2 72 ' ^2 Z®

^•11

Sf/Sx

For simplicity assume that population, size N is large as compared to
the sample size n so that the finite population correction terms are ignor
ed throughout. Writing

5? '• s„ -1,

we have

£(60) = ^(e) = £(8) = £(yi) = 0,

£(4) = Q, E( '̂) = -1 Cl.
n

£(eo6) = -L pC„a, S) = i- C^ia,
n n

E(eoV) = C.A„/p, £(.S) = j-a Ao3,
£(671) = C. A,,/p,

and up to terms of order n-\

E(S2) = ± (A„, _ 1), E(r,^) = -L _ 1
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3. Estimation of E

K can be put in the form

X
K =

Y S%
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Since we are considering the situation in which information on the auxi
liary variable is available, the following three estimators of Knaturally
come to mind

X Sxy
"•1 "jT .2

I, - X SxvK)—
y

k - X '
Si

It is easily shown that all three estimators are consistent. The estimator
ki does not use any knowledge of the population parameters of ^e auxi
liary variable x, uses,the know]edge of the population mean X and ka
uses the knowledge of both mean X and variance of the auxiliary vari
able X.

To find the mean square error of kj^ substitute of j?, x, and sxv in it
in terms of fo, e, ^ and v), to obtain

k, = 4%^ (1 +
-T Ojc

= A'(I + S-t-v) — 6o — S — 6o^ ~ ^•''1 + ^qS + er) — eS
+ ,2+(5)

Taking expectation in (5) and using results from Section 2 it is easily seen
that

E(k,) = K + Qin-^)

and the MSE up to terms of order n~^ is given by

M(k^)^E{k,-Kf

(q + Cl-2 pc,c, - 2 Ao3C» + 2 A12G

^ I ^*2 I 2Ai2
+ <^04 + -T- + —

2^21 ^ 2Ai3
— Cv — (6)
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Similarly it is easily found that the bias ofVcg and are of order n~^,
and their mean squared errors up to order are given by

MQc^) = — + IX^^Cy + Ao, +

M{k,) = q-1 ''22

3.1 Comparison of MSE

From (6), (7) and (8) we obtain

. M{k^)< M{k,)[i9

2A,

9Cx

*^12
+ ?Cx pC;

M{k^) < Mik,) if Xo4 + 1 + 2Ai2Cv <

2A21 -I 2Aj3 ^

_ ^'03

a'

_j_ \iCy , ^01
+

,2 +

2Cl
A„ , 1

2Cl

2Ai3

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

In ihe case of bivariate normal population the inequality (9) reduces to
pCyjCx > i the inequality (10) reduces to pC^/Q > | —1/C|'andthe
inequality (11) is always true.

3.2. Numerical Illustration

For the purpose of numerical illustration of the MSEs of the three
estimators k-^, k^ and k^, coiaputations have been made for the five popu
lations described in Table-3.1, which have been used in literature for
illustration of the efficiency of difi'erent type of estimators using auxiliary
information.

In Table 3.2 the MSE of the Ihree estimators k-y, k^ and k^ up to terms
of order n~^ are given. It is found that excepting the first populationwhere
M(A:i) > Miki), for all other populations M(ki) < Mikz) < M{k^. For
population I, the value of the correlation coefficient is small as compared
to those of other populations.

4. Estimation of B

As in section 2,consider thetwo estimators of thepopulation regression
coefficient B = SyxlS^, given by .

bt =
Sccv
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TABLE 3.1-DESCRIPTlbN OF POPULATIONS
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Sr. No. Source y X P C„ Co,

1. Cochran (1977)
p. 325.

No. of persons

per block.
No. of room

per block. '
.6515 .1449 .1281

2. Horvitz aiid

Thompson (1952)
No- of house

hold

Eye Estimate
of

.8662 .4264 .3889

3. Cochran (1977)
p 203.

Actual wt. of

peaches on
each tree.

Eye estimate of
Wt. of peaches
on each tree.

.9737 .1840 .1621

4. Sukhatme and

Sukhatme (1970)
p 135 Vill 1-10

Wheat acreage in
1937.

Wheat acreage
in 1936.

.9770 .6164 .5625

5. Murthy (1967)
p. 399 vill 1-10

Area under wheat

in 1964.

Area under

wheat in 1963.

.9773 .6187 .5664

TABLE 3.2-MSE OF fci, AND kg UP TO TERMS OF ORDER in-^

Population No. Ijn X MSEof

K kz

1. .7245 .6743 1.3333

• 2. .3026 .5194 1.3053

3. .0839 .1926 1.4583

4. .0427 .3542 1.3991

5. .0411 .3530 1.4054

and

b, =
Sxy

si

Proceeding as in section 2 obtain the MSEs of bi and bi given by

= + (12)

M(«- , (")

From (12) and (13), we have

M{b,) < M{b^) if ^ - 1 (14)
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The inequality (14) is always true for the case of bivariate normal
population.

In Table 4.1 the MSE of anA b^ are given up to terms of order
for the five populations described in Table 3.1. It is found that b^ has a
smaller MSE than that ofb^ for all the five populations.

TABLE 4.1-MSE OF AND UP TO TERMS OF ORDER tr^

Population No. Jin X MSE of
bi

1. 2.0191

*^2

4.2318

2. .6058 2.0098
3. .0786 1.3687

4. .0942 1.8996

5. .0921 1.9256
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